Questions remaining in sulfolipid biosynthesis: a historical perspective.
The plant sulfolipid sulfoquinovosyldiacylglycerol was discovered by A.A. Benson in the late 1950s. The increasing availability of radioisotope-containing biological substrates such as (35)S-sulfate provided the means to discover novel biological compounds and to sketch out their biosynthetic pathways. During this time the structure of sulfolipid with its 6-deoxy-6-sulfo-alpha-D: -glucose (sulfoquinovose) headgroup was determined. Immediately, the origin of this unusual biological sulfonic acid mystified the scientific community and several proposals for its biosynthesis were developed and tested. Strong supportive evidence for the nucleotide pathway of sulfolipid biosynthesis became available with the discovery of the bacterial and plant genes encoding the enzymes of sulfolipid biosynthesis during the 1990s. This latter work was based on the foundations laid by A.A. Benson and confirmed one initial hypothesis on sulfolipid biosynthesis. An abbreviated summary of the turning points in defining the mechanism for sulfolipid biosynthesis and remaining issues in sulfolipid biochemistry are provided.